Help Your Patients See Life Clearly.

Engineered for Performance and Protection
Both sides of KODAK CleAR+ Lens include:

- Protective layers that provide durability and scratch resistance.
- Anti-static properties that resist clinging dust.
- Several microscopic layers of minerals that effectively reduce reflections over a broad band of wavelengths.
- Hydrophobic top coat seals the lens to help resist dirt and smudges.

With ordinary lenses, approximately 10% of light is reflected away and doesn’t reach the eyes. More reflections and less light mean poorer vision. With KODAK CleAR+ Lens, approximately 99% of available light reaches the eyes providing clearer and crisper vision.
Easy to Dispense
KODAK CleAR+ Lens allows eyecare professionals to offer patients a recognizable brand known for trust, respect and loyalty.

The brand is KODAK. The quality you and your patients trust.

KODAK CleAR + Lens carries one of the most respected brand names in the world. KODAK CleAR + Lens was designed and tested by Signet Armorlite, a company with over 66 years of leadership and innovation in ophthalmic lens technology.

Easy-to-Clean
KODAK CleAR + Lens resists oily smudges, dust and dirt, making the lens easy to clean.

Scratch Resistant
KODAK CleAR+ Lens is protected from irritating scratches so the lens lasts longer and looks better over the life of the prescription.

Eliminates Irritating Glare
KODAK CleAR+ Lens reduces eyestrain and fatigue from artificial lighting and computer screens.

Reduces Nighttime Reflections
KODAK CleAR+ Lens improves ability to see objects in low light for safer, more comfortable night driving.

See the Colors of Life
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